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Facts
Challenge
Design and manufacture highly
complex hubs which transfer
more power from pedal to wheel.
Solution
Produce innovative and extremely durable drivetrains for
cyclists with an EOSINT M 270.
Results
• Racy: optimized hub design
increases drive force
• 	Innovative: design determines
production method and not
vice versa
• 	Economic: rapid product
development makes twoperson company competitive
•	Indestructible: maraging
steel withstands high loads

Swiss-born cyclist, Christoph Sauser, the 2012 cross-country world champion, is shown riding Kappius hubs at
“The Leadville 100” marathon mountain-bike race (Leadville, CO) in August 2012. He placed second in this race and
later in the year won the Swiss national title, also using the innovative hub design (Source: Kappius Components).

Cyclists Take Additive Manufacturing for a Spin

Kappius Components uses Additive Manufacturing for
trailblazing bike hub/drive assembly
To American inventors, the “home garage” has always been a symbol of possibility – a place for
Short profile

tinkerers to create and innovate. More than a century ago, the Wright brothers founded a cycle sales

Kappius Components manu

and repair business from a modest storefront and soon after invented a bike hub that was self-

factures and distributes

oiling. Everyone knows what they did next in the field of aviation. Harley Davidson’s motorized bikes

innovative hubs and bicycle

were born in a backyard shed. HP’s Hewlett and Packard and Apple’s Jobs and Wozniak helped define

components. The company

the modern computer age from their suburban start-up shops.

is based in Littleton, Colorado

And garage-based entrepreneurs are still at it in the 21st century. About four years ago, Russ Kappius –

(USA) and was founded

mountain-bike enthusiast, winner of six Masters racing titles, and a research geophysicist/software

by inventor Russell Kappius.

developer – worked out a design for a novel oversized hub and high-performance drive assembly that
transfers more power from pedal to chain to wheel.

Harbec’s mission is to provide
tightly toleranced prototypes,
tooling, machined components
and quality injection molded
parts in a sustainable manner
with a social conscience.
Further information
www.kappiuscomponents.com
www.harbec.com
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long turnaround time. In late

shell, as well as the drive

First of all, Russ Kappius and

2011 they discovered Direct Metal

assembly housed inside it. The

his son Brady – engineer and

Laser Sintering (DMLS). This

assembly is comprised of three

pro mountain-bike rider – tried
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major parts: an outer drive ring,

technologies like water-jet cut-

ogy met their rapid turnaround

an inner ring with 60 teeth,

ting and wire electrical discharge

needs and enabled them to pro-

and eight pawls, which engage

machining (WEDM) to tweak the

duce parts to exacting specifica-

in pairs with the teeth on the

design of their hubs step by step.

tions and with additional design

inner ring. This setup functions

However, either the process was
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like a ratchet allowing forward
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complex parts or the produced

The beauty of the lightweight-

parts did not meet the required

yet-durable hub comes from

The technological advance in the

specifications and had a fairly

the handmade sleek carbon-fiber

system comes from two develop-

ward motion.

ments: the oversized design – it’s
about twice the current standard
diameter – and many more points
of engagement. While the most
The Kappius rear hub is a
groundbreaking lightweight,
durable, oversized design. Its
carbon-fiber housing contains a drivetrain assembly
comprised of three components
including an inner pawl ring,
a toothed drive ring, and pawls.
The components are all manufactured from an extremely
durable tool steel using Direct
Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS)
(Source: Kappius Components).

standard drive trains have 18 to
36 points of engagement, the
Kappius hub is built around a drivetrain with 240 points of engagement. So the pedal can engage
every one-and-a-half degrees

and give the rider an extra
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build platform to maximize output:
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cyclists around the world.
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process begins again. Following

the speed of improvements.
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Since durability was of prime
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finish. Afterwards, the components
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to a value of 52 Rockwell C.

we’re a start-up, we quickly
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